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[1] - initial thoughts on community involvement

begins with … grassroots involvement and individual values, attitudes and aspirations

economics is often the missing element

continues with … requirement to be self sustaining

[2] - hypothesised market and decision-making agents

understanding ‘touch points’

integration and synergy

communications, marketing [qualitative market testing] public art / events

research and development [interviews, observations]

monitoring and evaluation[smart metering, energy billing, carbon foot printing

management

[3] - designing a Community Interest Company

Peterborough South Bank Carbon Challenge
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Definition of Sustainable Communities:

“Sustainable communities meet the diverse needs of existing and

future residents, their children and other users, contribute to a

high quality of life and provide opportunity and choice. They

achieve this in ways that make effective use of natural resources,

enhance the environment, promote social cohesion and inclusion

and strengthen economic prosperity.”
Office of the Deputy Prime Minister [2004] The Egan Review: Skills for Sustainable Communities [HMSO,

Norwich].



“We recognise that true sustainability will only be

achieved through a holistic approach, which gives

equal consideration to all three elements … that

support economic prosperity, are environmentally

responsible and promote social integration.”
CABE [November 2004] Environmental Sustainability and the Built
Environment – Position Paper [Commission for Architecture and the Built

Environment , London].

“Community is an important word for ... ‘understanding

the urban’. ... They are holistic rather than

differentiated. People know each other and regard each

other as part of the same social unit.”
David Byrne [2001] Understanding the Urban [Palgrave, London].



Identified the economics of

sustainable communities …

Corporate v local ownership and

ethical investment

Localisation and LETS trading

Self reliance, permaculture

Community governance and

design as an active and on-going

participatory process



HOPE VI …

Development Process

Financing

Physical Design

Tenant Composition

Relationship with residents

Linkage of housing with schools



“Economics is above all a science of measurement. … knowing

what to measure and how to measure it makes a complicated

world much less so … because there is nothing like the sheer

power of numbers to scrub away layers of confusion and

contradiction.”

[Levitt and Dubner 2005 p13-14]



Attribute Potential added ‘value’ Sector  Context  Methodology Evidence 

Access to high 
quality / managed 
urban park and 
greenspace 

+7% - +34% 

+8% - +20% 

Direct ‘visual’ amenity and 
functionality. Generic 
business benefit to locality.  

England, Sweden, 
United State s .  

Comparative ‘case study’ 
contingent evaluation and 
qualitative survey [user focus 
group, telephone interview and self 
completion questionnaire]. Hedonic 
pricing. 

CABE Space 2005; Swanwick 
et al 2003. Alm 2003, 
Crompton 2001; More 1988. 
More et al 198 8 .  

Presence of street 
trees and woodland 

+5% to +20% 

People willing to pay 5% on 
residential property for woodland 

view.  

Residential [with bias 
towards single occupancy 
properties]. 

Finland, United States.  Willingness to pay. Modelled against 
deferred costs. 

Gorman 2004; Price 2003; 
McPherson et al 2002; 
Tyrväinen and Miettinen 2000; 
Tyrväinen 2001; Moll and 
Young 1992. 

Direct visual 
amenity / design 
quality 

 Residential United State s  Comparative real estate values Ridout 1988 

Fully occupied 
mixed income / 
tenure community 

+3.3%  Mixed use / commercial 
[potential result of indirect 
accessibility] 

United State s .  Hedonic pricing. Mikelbank 2005 .  

Regenerating 
community 

Positive net benefit  Residential Netherlands, England. Property sale values. Ulusory 1994 

+2% to +18% 

+ 8 %  

Residential United States, 
Northern Ireland, 
England. 

Contingent evaluation. Regression 
analysis. 

Cevero and Duncan 2002; 
Adair et al 2000; Smersh and 
Smith 2000; Nelson 1992; Voith 
1991.  

Proximity and easy 
access [within 5-10 
m minutes walk / 
800m] to public 
transit / light rail 
system  +3% to +30% Commercial / industrial 

[non-residential] 

United State s .  Hedonic pricing [of asking rents 
rather than rents achieved ]  

Ryan 2003; Weinberger 2000; 
Weinstein and Clower 1999; 
Fejarang 1994; Dyett 197 9 .  

Accessibility to city / 
town centre [level of 
‘walkability’] 

+2% [annual saving on 
transportation costs] 

+3% to +25% [‘new urbanist’ 
premium for single family homes]  

Commercial / Mixed use 
[linked to scale and density 
of development]; Residential 
at neighbourhood level. 

United State s .  Hedonic pricing analysis [including 
longitudinal data sets]. Potential 
transportation cost savings. 
Contingent evaluation. 

Ryan 2005; Litman 2004 ; Eppli 
and Tu 2000; Murphy and 
Delucchi 1998; Bagby 1980 .  

Design quality Positive net ga i n  Individual building[s]; street 
scenes  

United States, United 
Kingdom, Japan. 

Peer review, design review. 
Evaluation of design competition 
winners [self-competition 
questionnaire]. Ranking visual 
preferences / comparisons. 

Nasar 1999; Murta 1991; Nasar 
1988.  
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research and development [interviews, observations]

monitoring and evaluation[smart metering, energy billing, carbon foot printing

management





“The mass market is turning into a mass of niches”
p5 Anderson, Chris [2006] The Long Tail: How endless choice is creating unlimited demand
[Random House, London].



 

[An analysis of four different UK housing types and the associated Ecological Footprint of the residents,

combining the indirect impacts of consumption, including the impact of construction – ARUP / SEI 2006]

Eco ActivistEco Slob
[Passiv Haus CSH

level 5]

CSH level 2
[Building Regulations

2002]

CSH level 4
[Minimum Building

Regulations 2010]

Typical UK

Energy

Transport

Construction

Water

Food

Consumables

Services

Holidays



Non-architects have berated the … “failure for design processes

to become consumer led and better informed by the emerging

needs of the customer. It is often difficult to persuade companies

in this sector to invest in the creation and application of social and

consumer insights … [t]he hope is that this type of sociologically-

based thinking”.

Howard, Melanie [2007] The homes that the future built in the introductory essay to the 2007 Housing Design

Awards







Characteristics of hypothesised ‘agents’ …

Initial profiles are based on mixed and multiple sources of

information and evidence that includes [1] regional / sub-regional

housing market appraisals for the East of England and the East

Midlands, [2] preliminary work from the Peterborough housing

market assessment, [3] internal marketing review from

consortium members working in the city, [4] external review of a

range of local property agents, and [5] other published /

secondary sources.





Sarah is a professional journalist who has
worked in the city since her graduation, over

ten years ago.

She has developed an interest in the housing

offers for the single professional female

following a successful series of articles she
penned for Woman and Home. This

highlighted the subtle gender imbalances in

some locations where there is a higher

number of service and creative jobs – an
example being her own profession that is

57% female. She feels there should be

recognition of the growth of single women

entering the property market independently

of husbands and partners. She thinks this is
a trend that will raise the profile of

sustainable design as her work unearthed

research showing women are significantly

more aware of environmental issues and the

links with climate change. She even
anticipates her employer publishing a

carbon-free version of heat at some point in

the future in response to this.

Her cultural references are ‘loose women’

mixed with ‘Ali McBeal’.







Review and testing of hypothesised ‘agents’ …

Are these recognisable people? Do they reflect real views, social

attitudes and behaviour?

What are the implications for housing design? … What is their

dream house? Questions on how they use space, need privacy,

behave in communal areas, flexibility for both internal and external

private space. Requirements for car parking? Issues of

personalisation?

Neighbourhood issues … What elements of ‘added value’ for

community provision will make the area more attractive?

What are the typical financial constraints influencing the

household? … Can these help us design specific financial offers

and products?

Carbon footprinting … Are we able to estimate

individual / household carbon / eco footprints?



Targeted ‘agent based’ marketing …







Integrated design = kit of parts

Personalisation at the point of sale
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[3] - designing a Community Interest Company

Peterborough South Bank Carbon Challenge



Characteristics of a Community Interest Company …

Statement of Community Interest [generally locality specific new

economic geography / community development aims]

Asset lock and thus need for initial asset – capital, property or time

/ skills

Valuing non-monetary contributions within the asset lock and

potential to gain profit from local networks / goodwill

Designed to support growth in social enterprise and strengthening

the 3rd sector economy

Still to be exploited as a local development and regeneration

model as the main alternative to community development trust /

charity

Flexible with potential for innovation and response to

opportunities

Open and honest business relations – more formal then charity

and focused profit for a purpose

Synergy from management structures



“The company will seek to provide a range of services to the local

community that will have a significantly positive effect on either

the local environment, local quality of life or both, that would either

be unavailable, unaffordable or under-consumed without its

intervention. These services include, but are not limited to, the

provision of: High quality property management and maintenance

facilities in line with the requirements of such technologically

advanced homes, WiFi network access and other ICT facilities

within the development; renewable energy provision at the

community scale; a series of appropriately designed

carpooling/care share/green travel schemes; on-site

environmentally sensitive waste management and recycling

facilities and services; and an enhanced public realm, including

links to a Sustainable Urban Drainage System and high quality

public sports/play/recreation areas..”

[pPod Statement of Community Interest]



Community Interest Activities …



Community Interest Company Board Structure …
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